Hartford's Cemeteries & Burying Grounds: Where Art & History Meet
Hartford's cemeteries and burying grounds are a gold mine for the study of local history, folk art, and statuary. These burial places are truly where art and history meet.

Why Hartford’s Ethnic Heritage Matters Today
Through the lens of a series of articles published more than a century ago, this talk explores the history of Hartford’s changing ethnic heritage and the roots and routes that have made the city home for a succession of different ethnic groups.

Walking Tour: Trinity College Architecture & Archives
Meet at Trinity Admissions Office off TC Chapel parking lot at Vernon Street. Tour will conclude at the TC Library with an opportunity to view the Trinitiana exhibitions on the History of Trinity College. This walking tour will last two hours and will require a walk of about 1 mile. Free on street parking is available all along Summit Street.

Tales & Treasures: Exploring Hartford through Trinity College Archives & Watkinson Library
Join the Watkinson Librarians and Archivists for an engaging presentation of Trinity College’s two centuries in Hartford. The past comes alive through hidden stories and extraordinary acquisitions, bridging the gap between history, the present, and the future.

From Historical Society to Museum of Culture and History: 200 Years of Collecting Connecticut’s Stories
Founded in 1825, the Connecticut Historical Society, now the Connecticut Museum of Culture and History, features remarkable collections important to the preservation and interpretation of our shared history in Hartford and beyond.

Wadsworth Atheneum’s First Century: Collections and Patrons
Like no other museum its size in America, the Atheneum’s collections and identity were shaped by fascinating donors and patrons whose tastes and interests reflect the needs and priorities of their time and place.